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Introduction to Lead Adviser

WHAT IS LEAD ADVISER?

 · We project manage client’s 
affairs, incorporating tax, legal, 
estate, strategy, insurance 
and investment;

 · We are “specialised 
generalists” versus “generalised 
specialists” (accounting, legal, 
investment, insurance);

 · Our organisation is across all 
areas, and “not in it”;

 · Our role is to co–ordinate, 
project manage and consolidate 
the advice of all professionals 
to ensure the best result for 
the client;

 · Collaborative advice, working with 
other advisers.

AS TRUSTED ADVISER?

 · Relationship focused;

 · We outsource to the very best 
of breed – tax, legal, investment 
(MDA), insurance, other;

 · Balance of intellectual and 
emotional intelligence.

LEAD ADVISER MODEL?

 · Relationship focus – client, 
distribution and staff

 · Project manage – clients 
and distribution;

 · Implement clients plans

 · Ongoing – form strong 
relationships, intimate with clients 
affairs, ensure clients are on track;

 · Our headspace is therefore not 
“in” insurance, investment, tax, 
legal, etc. We are across the 
issues but not in them. We know 
how to solve the client’s problems 
and where to look. Our skill set 
is in communication and helping 
clients to articulate other concerns, 
circumstances and feelings toward 
their financial progress to date;

 · Strong communication skills.

Focus 
Relationship

Project Manage
Implement
Ongoing

COMPLIANCE

STRATEGY

BUSINESS  
DEVELOPMENT

INVESTMENT 
MDA
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Perception of Value

They want advisers  
who can construct  
a lifetime plan for them.

They want financial solutions  
to be part of much larger  
lifetime solutions.

They want everything based on 
their D.O.S – not the adviser’s  
needs for commission.

They want advisers  
independent of  
Bureaucratic dependencies.

They want advisers whose finances  
are independent of commodity  
sales – and commissions.

To know how to  
think about their  
problems – all of them.

They want a greater sense of  
direction, confidence, and  
capability in all areas of life.
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Content Versus Context

A client has $500k and the financial planner goes straight into what will produce the 
best investment returns for the client. They will delve straight into the content of how  
he/she can deal with issues or how he/she will invest the money

EXAMPLE

All too often, when meeting with a client for an initial interview, 
financial planners delve straight into the content.

Our method is to first consider the 
context for the meeting and then 
work within that context. Context 
adds meaning to the content. For 
example, in the client’s mind, the 
context may be making sure the 
family is provided for and wanting 
to feel they are secure. By setting 
this context, we can then deal with 
the content and, for the client and 
planner, the context will now give 
meaning to the content.

Another example of content and 
context could be if the client does 
not have a Will. If we go straight 
to the content, we would suggest 
the client obtains a Will. Without 
the context, this has no relevance 
for the client. If the context of the 
discussion is about looking after 
the family, then we would suggest a 
financial strategy, asset protection 
and estate planning. Now we have 
the context, it makes more sense to 
get the Wills updated. 

Context is almost like the 
higher purpose or ultimate 
purpose of the meeting. It 
adds meaning to content.

Tips for the financial planner at the 
beginning of every meeting is to 
set a context for the meeting, help 
the client understand the difference 
between content and context. By 
setting a context it makes it very 
easy to deal with the content. 

The content may not change, but 
decisions are made easier when 
we look to the higher purpose or 
the context from which people 
are operating. 

! Most planners dive straight into content.

CONTENT

Wills, Financial 
Planning etc

CONTEXT

Adds meaning 
to Content
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Lead Adviser Framework

168 HOURS – WHERE DOES THE CLIENT WANT TO SPEND THEIR TIME?

CAN BE SEEN LIKE THE 
CONDUCTOR OF AN ORCHESTRA

TAX  
STRUCTURES

SMSF  
ADMIN

SUCCESSION 
PLANNING

STRUCTURES

ESTATE 
PLANNING

ASSET 
PROTECTION

SUCCESSION 
PLANNING

RIGHT  
AMOUNT

RIGHT  
POLICIES

SUCCESSION 
PLANNING

ESTATE 
PLANNING

RIGHT  
RISK 

RIGHT 
OWNERSHIP

RIGHT 
STRUCTURE

WEALTH 
CREATION

DEBT 
MANAGEMENT

DEBT 
STRUCTURES

PLAN FOR 
BUSINESS 
FUTURE 

AND HOLD 
ACCOUNTABLE

CLIENT CFO

INSURANCE

THERE IS 168 HOURS  
IN A WEEK!

OUTSOURCING YOUR 
FINANCIAL HEALTH!

CLIENT – CEO

WHERE WOULD YOU  
LIKE TO SPEND  

YOUR TIME?

LETS YOU GET ON 
WITH WHAT IS REALLY 
IMPORTANT TO YOU

LEAD ADVISER 
CFO

LAWYER INVESTMENT
FINANCIAL 
PLANNER

BUSINESS 
COACH

ACCOUNTANT
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Becoming an Orchestra Conductor 
Your commitment to no longer be a Subject Matter Expert

“ONE MAN BAND” V. ORCHESTRATOR

Have you ever seen a “One Man Band?” Whether a street performer, a carnival musician, or a circus act, the  
“One Man Band” is distinctive. First of all, it’s often not a man. A “One Man Band” could be a man or a woman. They might 
have a guitar with a harmonica held up to the mouth by a brace, an accordion under one arm, a bicycle horn under the 
other arm and cymbals between their knees. Got the visual? This one person does it all. The whole band is represented by 
one person. The music never sounds like a symphony orchestra; as a matter of fact, the music barely sounds like music 
at all. Creating ghastly music, the most complimentary thing you can summon up to say about a “One Man Band” is “Wow, 
how do they manage all that? It’s quite a spectacle to see all limbs moving at once to slightly different cadences while the 
harmonica and guitar struggle to set some kind of a structure for the rest of the “band” to follow. The reality is that none of us 
make very competent “One Man Bands.”

How so many of us came to believe “we can do it all” is unclear, but we do. Whether it’s changing the oil in our car, 
wallpapering the kitchen or decorating a birthday cake, why so many of us seek to do things outside the scope of our 
obvious competencies, rather than bringing in someone better skilled, is a mystery.

When it comes to providing comprehensive financial services for our Ideal Clients, many advisors take a similar “One Man 
Band” view. Whether it’s creating a financial plan, establishing an asset allocation, making buy and sell decisions on 
individual investments, recommending specific insurance policies, giving advice on tax qualified plan contributions or 
describing how a trust operates to our Clients, many advisors attempt to do it all.

OK, let’s be fair; some advisors do, indeed, draw lines as to where their advice ends and another expert will need to 
be brought in. But are the lines clear and is it smart to dabble into all these areas of expertise?

Let’s consider the difference in approaches between a “one man band” and what we’ll call an “Orchestrator” or 
Orchestra Conductor.

THE “ONE MAN BAND”

Let’s describe how a “One Man 
Band” typically operates in a 
financial services practice. A 
financial advisor who behaves 
like a “One Man Band” frequently 
considers themselves a “one stop 
shop” for their Clients; which is 
actually a good thing in principle. 
But in application they attempt to 
give advice in many areas of finance 
which are outside of their expertise.

Whether this tendency comes from 
the fact that an advisor has been 
in business for many years and 
actually does know quite a bit, or 
it’s because there’s a fear that the 
Client won’t value their services 
if they “betray any ignorance” is 
irrelevant. The fact is that there are 
countless people who have devoted 
their entire careers to very narrow 

aspects of financial services raises 
doubts as to whether any single 
advisor is an expert in all areas. 
There are people who have spent 
decades of their lives studying and 
applying narrow areas of the income 
tax code or pouring-over estate tax 
case-law or can describe which of 
the S&P 500 companies showed 
a profit last quarter and which did 
not. Given that experts exist who 
have devoted many, many years of 
their lives to excelling in the areas 
of Financial Planning, Tax, Money 
Management, Insurance, and Estate 
Planning it’s ridiculous to think that 
a single advisor could be Best-in-
Class in all these areas.

Imagine you’re a Potential Ideal 
Client (PIC) interviewing a financial 
advisor (FA) who responds like this,

PIC: “Does your firm manage money?”

FA: “Why yes, I do that myself.”

PIC: “Really? How have you done?”

FA: “Well, I’m good at it if I do say 
so myself. I’ve managed to beat 
my benchmark in 3 of the last 5 
consecutive rolling quarters. I use 
a dynamic fundamental model 
focusing on relative performance. 
You know a top down model, but 
ever mindful of earnings multiples 
and the betas, of course.”

PIC: “Of Course” (Help)

FA: “I establish the overall asset 
allocation as well.”

PIC: “You do that too? 

FA: “Why yes, I am an expert at 
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selecting ideal asset allocations 
for people in your situation. I’m 
experienced in all sectors of assets 
and will help you not only structure 
your portfolio across all asset 
classes, but I’ll manage the specific 
investments as well. I pick the 
stocks and bonds and mutual funds 
and everything in your portfolio and 
I’ll monitor them closely.

PIC: “Amazing that you have the 
time to do all that.”

FA: “Yes, It’s taken many years to 
learn how to juggle everything for all 
my Clients. Do you have any equity 
investments currently?”

PIC: “Yes, and almost all of my 
equity investments are in one single 
stock. The company I work for. I’ve 
got stock options and deferred 
compensation plans. I would 
really appreciate advice on those, 
especially with all the tricky tax 
consequences to consider.

FA: “Yikes, that allocation will need 
some major work right away. Good 
thing I’m a tax expert as well.”

PIC: “Is that so?” (worried now) 
“Sounds like you have multiple 
PhD’s or something.”

FA: “Ahhhemm. No, but I’ve been 
around the block with my Clients’ tax 
issues and I will handle the tax planning 
for you as well. I’ll even review your tax 
return for you too.” (wink)

PIC: “What else do you do?”

FA: “Well, I create better financial 
plans than anyone else here at the 
firm, which is quite a challenge. Good 
thing I’m expert in the areas of estate 
planning and insurance. Otherwise 
I would have to invest more time 
creating plans for people like you. As 

it is, I can create a comprehensive 
financial plan in less than 2 hours.”

PIC: “Is there anything you don’t do?”

FA: “Yes, sleep.” (wink. wink. smile) 
“So when do we get started creating 
your plan, advising you on your 
insurance, reading your estate 
plan, making tax recommendations, 
allocating your assets and 
managing your money for you?”

PIC: “Let me think about it. I’ll call you.”

OK, you get the picture. But no matter 
how close you come to the blurry 
line of appearing to be a “One Man 
Band” to Clients, it always begs the 
question, “Can they really be skilled in 
all the areas they seem to imply?” 

A financial orchestrator takes a 180 
degree opposite viewpoint. Even if 
the Financial Orchestrator knows 
a lot about many areas of finance, 
they resist the temptation to weigh-
in on issues. They recognize that 
no matter how skilled they may be 
in a particular area of finance that 
there are people far more skilled 
and competent to weigh-in on 
any particular issue. So, the issue 
for an orchestrator is not to seem 
knowledgeable or even give a good 
or plausible response to an issue. 
The goal of the orchestrator is to 
arrange to get the best response 
available from the most skilled 
person who’s accessible.

Let’s examine in greater detail how 
a “financial orchestrator” operates.

ORCHESTRATOR

The visual is an Orchestra 
Conductor. Most of us can picture 
the scene where the orchestra is up 
on stage tuning before a concert. 
The sound is a cacophony of every 

instrument in the orchestra belting 
out noises that each musician 
requires to tune their instrument and 
warm-up for the concert. It sounds 
like a disorganized musical mess. 
No beat, no melody, just musical 
anarchy. But then the Orchestra 
Conductor takes the stage. After 
much applause, he takes to the 
podium and taps his baton three 
times on the music stand; all 
instruments immediately go silent.

He raises his baton with both hands 
as every musician watches for 
instruction and then the beautiful 
music begins. First, a lonely violin 
makes beautiful music, then joined by 
the rest of the stringed instruments. 
The music builds dramatically as 
the pace quickens, then slows as 
the Orchestra Conductor is the 
unquestioned leader of all these 
musical experts. The horned 
instruments add to the symphony 
and the volume rises as emotions 
peak. The tympani begins to roll as 
the climactic point of the concert is 
reached. All instruments are blaring, 
but unlike when they were tuning 
before the concert, now they are 
making beautiful and emotional music 
designed to move those listening.

The metaphor is appropriate for 
financial services. A Trusted Advisor 
(TA) who is an Orchestrator is, 
metaphorically, the Orchestra 
Conductor. The Deliverables Team 
Member of Best-in-Class (BIC) 
Subject Matter Experts (SME) are, 
metaphorically, the expert musicians 
in the orchestra.

Even the words in the metaphor are 
excellent. A symphony orchestra 
plays concerts. The word concert 
means to work jointly in unison and 
in harmony. Sounds like the job for 

Becoming an Orchestra Conductor 
Your commitment to no longer be a Subject Matter Expert continued
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an effective leader to make happen. 
Even the word orchestrate, which 
is what Orchestra Conductors do 
for orchestras, creates wonderful 
visuals. The word orchestrate means 
to arrange, to integrate, to manage 
and to unify. A perfect picture of what 
an effective Financial Orchestrator 
does with the Deliverables Team 
Members for their Ideal Clients.

Imagine how an Orchestra 
Conductor might look if they 
decided one day to try their hand 
at being more of a “One Man 
Band.” No, I don’t mean attempting 
to play ALL of the instruments in 
the orchestra. Like many financial 
advisors, let’s imagine they’ll 
play just a couple of instruments, 
and only ones they have some 
experience with.

Visualize the same setting. The 
orchestra conductor raises 
the baton & the music begins. 
But there’s a brief pause as he 
immediately puts his baton down 
on the music stand, runs down to 
the first violin chair, picks up the 
violin and begins the concert. After 
his solo, he drops the violin and 
jumps back up to the podium to 
continue conducting the rest of the 
orchestra. A minute later, he races 
down to pick up a trombone & 
plays with the rest of the orchestra, 
except that without the conductor, 
the pace begins to break up and 
there’s a discernible disorganization 
that creeps into the music. They’re 
not playing in unison like before; it 
begins to sound sloppy.

Get the picture. The fact that this 
scenario would be unnecessarily 
distracting to the audience (the Clients) 
is secondary to the obvious problem 
that what is occurring here is not 

optimal. Rather than have the best 
person playing each instrument, we’ve 
settled for something less. In addition, 
because the Orchestra Conductor is 
not always up at the podium setting 
the pace and leading the others the 
overall performance of the group 
suffers as does the overall result.

So what’s the role of the financial 
orchestrator? Let’s briefly examine 
their two primary duties.

SELECTS THE TEAM

One of the things important to a 
Trusted Advisor is having belief in their 
team and fostering enough confidence 
to delegate important responsibilities 
to them. That belief and confidence, 
in large measure, is supported by the 
fact that most financial advisors can 
choose who serves on the team. 

The ability to choose a team that 
is skilled, has demonstrated Client 
service abilities, and possess a 
chemistry that fits well with the rest 
of the team all support the Trusted 
Advisor’s growing confidence. While 
building a team that works well 
together will take time and careful 
consideration of each member, 
it is what ultimately allows the TA 
to let go, and delegate all of the 
client deliverables.

Even in rare instances where a TA 
works for a large institution that 
provides Subject Matter Experts to 
provide services for Ideal Clients, 
it is the TA who ultimately decides 
if their team is “up to the job,” and 
only recommends the work to those 
competent to do it, even if the work 
is outside of the company. Anything 
less describes something other than 
a Trusted Advisor, since the Client 
is the one who confers the term 
“Trusted” before the title “Advisor.” It 

is a term bestowed by Clients upon 
advisors, not their firms and certainly 
not themselves. Trusted Advisor is a 
commission to be lived up to; it serves 
the Client, not the other way round.

LEADER

As we visualized with the Orchestra 
Conductor who kept jumping up & 
down from the podium to play one 
of the instruments. The overall result, 
the music, suffered not only because 
the conductor was not a Best-in- 
Class (BIC) musician (Subject Matter 
Expert), but also because they were 
absent in their role of leader while 
they were distracted playing their 
individual instrument. The music lost 
its pace and got sloppy while there 
was no leader at the helm.

So, the other primary role of the 
TA as financial orchestrator is a 
leadership role.

SETS STANDARDS

It is the job of the Trusted Advisor to 
set the standards for the Deliverables 
Team. Just as an Orchestra Conductor 
has the printed music sheets as a 
guide for what the musicians should 
be doing, it is also the job to assess 
the performance of each musician 
and create an environment for 
continual improvement.

As you will see in this module, you 
will be provided with resources to 
establish processes, the printed music 
to be followed, as well as ways to 
assess and improve the performance 
of each Deliverables Team Member.

ENFORCES PROCESSES

Written documented process will 
be the “glue” in this module, which 
hold the Deliverables Team Member 

Becoming an Orchestra Conductor 
Your commitment to no longer be a Subject Matter Expert continued
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together. This module will show you 
how to create a “process culture” as 
your Team grows by implementing the 
easy method outlined in this material to 
document any process in your practice 
in writing in 20 minutes or less, no 
matter how complicated. Your Team 
will develop most of the processes and 
your job as financial orchestrator will be 
to enforce their use.

Most financial advisory practices 
don’t have many written documented 
processes, but, as you’ll see, 
embracing this “process culture” 
will place your practice in a unique 
and desirable class due to the 
consistency and quality of service that 
only a clear process can provide.

ASSESSES PERFORMANCE

In many organizations the idea of 
“performance assessments” or 
“job performance reviews” make 
everyone cringe. All too often they 
feel like a trip to the Principal’s office. 
As you’ll see in this module, the 
opportunity to improve performance 
can be made an inspiring interaction. 

Through the use of the Success 
Road Map® (SRM), individual 
members should and will look 
forward to these discussions with 
the financial orchestrator as a time 
to update their progress towards 
their own goals while gaining clarity 
in ways to improve communication 
and interactions with other members 
of the DT in order ensure that we’re 
delivering upon all our promises to 
our Ideal Clients.

COORDINATES EFFORTS

Just like an Orchestra Conductor, 
a financial orchestrator develops 
great leadership skills. Recognizing 
that you’ve gathered a team of 
highly skilled individuals to serve 
your Clients, you help the team stay 
focused on the goals. Your job is not 
to dominate the group, but rather 
your job is to inspire and lead the 
group to bring out the skills you’ve 
identified for the benefit of your 
Ideal Clients.

Sometimes you play the leadership 
role of enforcer and at other times 
you playing the statesman or healing 
wounds. Whatever your role as 
leader, your job is to stay focused on 
ensuring that your Clients have the 
best that each of these Deliverables 
Team Members have to give.

TRANSITIONING TO THE 
ORCHESTRATOR

The main ingredient in fully 
transitioning to financial orchestrator 
is your desire. You have to really 
want this. You have to want to live up 
to the moniker Trusted Advisor. You 
have to want to offer comprehensive 
financial services. The idea of your 
Ideal Clients being served by a 
Deliverables Team of Best-in-Class 
Subject Matter Expert has to really 
appeal to you. Once you’ve made 
up your mind, the material in this 
module will help you get from 
wherever you are now to where you 
need to be as an authentic and very 
effective financial orchestrator.

Even if you, indeed, actually are a 
BIC expert in some area of finance; 
even if you dread seeking someone 
to replace you because you are 
great at what you do; consider that 
being a Subject Matter Expert is 
no longer your job. The moment 
you committed to being the Ideal 
Clients’ Trusted Advisor and made 
the decision to orchestrate more fully 
comprehensive financial services, 
your job changed. In that moment 
you became a financial orchestrator.

THE CLIENT WINS

As have you probably imagined 
already, by eliminating all notions of 
being a “One Man Band,” and fully 
embracing your role as financial 
orchestrator, it is your Clients who win 
the most. This is the financial advisory 
relationship that so many affluent 
people dream about but are secretly 
sceptical exists in the real world.

Put yourself in the shoes of your 
Ideal Client for a moment. How 
do you feel they would react 
if you explained that you are 
working aggressively to offer fully 
comprehensive financial services? 
Your practice will offer conflict-free 
advice and guidance in all areas 
of finance. That you’ll provide 
these comprehensive services 
through a team of Best-in-Class 
Subject Matter Experts who you 
have carefully recruited so that 
your Ideal Client community can be 
assured their “financial houses” are 
completely in order at all times.

A powerful offering.

Becoming an Orchestra Conductor 
Your commitment to no longer be a Subject Matter Expert continued
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BUSINESS IS SCALABLE

As your Ideal Client community 
grows, you’ll gain even greater 
appreciation for your decision to 
recruit a team. What may have 
been somewhat manageable as a 
“One Man Band” is not possible 
with between 75 - 150 Ideal Clients. 
Only having a team that is skilled 
at providing their narrow area of 
expertise without much involvement 
by you, other than to orchestrate, 
allows your practice to grow.

What a relief to be able to maintain 
the highest levels of BIC service 
even when your Ideal Client 
community exceeds 75. As you’ll 
see in this material, you’re able 
to ensure this because you have 
carefully selected your Deliverables 
Team Members because they have 
demonstrated they are able to 
handle the additional Ideal Clients 
you will acquire at the pace you plan 
to acquire them.

By orchestrating a team of skilled 
professionals who already have a 
great Client service structure, every 
Deliverables Team Member) you 
acquire actually increases the positive 
Client experience you offer since their 
team now becomes part of yours.

CREATES TIME FOR THE 
TRUSTED ADVISOR

Even though one of the results of 
embracing this form of delegation 
by orchestrating a team actually 
creates time for the TA, the main 
argument for you to consider is that 
being the “relationship manager” 
between the DT and your Ideal 
Clients is your real job. As expert as 
each member of your Deliverables 
Team are, you are the Client’s 
Trusted Advisor. It’s your job to 
understand and communicate 
on a very deep level what the 
Client is trying to accomplish with 
all Deliverables Team Members. 
Then, as they perform their 
talented work, it’s still you’re job 
to hear and understand what each 
Deliverables Team Member is 
recommending to achieve that high 
level of belief required to place your 
“seal of approval” on the team’s 
recommendations as those you 
recommend, as well. 

You are at the forefront of the 
team in your Ideal Clients’ mind 
and, you hold a unique position 
of representing the Client to 
the team and representing the 
Client’s interests when you present 
recommendations back to them 
from your team.

Source: Becoming an Orchestra 
Conductor — Trusted Advisor 
Toolkit – Mark McKenna Little

Becoming an Orchestra Conductor 
Your commitment to no longer be a Subject Matter Expert continued
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Introduction to Framing Up the 2 Days:
Perception of Value (US Industry Feedback)

They want advisers  
who can construct  
a lifetime plan for them.

They want financial solutions  
to be part of much larger  
lifetime solutions.

They want everything based on 
their D.O.S – not the adviser’s  
needs for commission.

They want advisers  
independent of  
Bureaucratic dependencies.

They want advisers whose finances  
are independent of commodity  
sales – and commissions.

To know how to  
think about their  
problems – all of them.

They want a greater sense of  
direction, confidence, and  
capability in all areas of life.
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Engagement Skills: 
10-3-Now
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Engagement Skills: 
10-3-Now continued
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Engagement Skills: 
10-3-Now continued
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Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers: 
SCARF Model



When it comes to the 
implementation stage,  
the client will need to  
receive advice from  
the area specialists…

“
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Width and Depth of an Adviser’s Scope

AWARENESS EDUCATION CHOICES
IMPLEMENTATION 
INTEGRATION REVIEW

GOAL SETTING

FINANCE

WEALTH CREATION/
INVESTMENT

WILLS & EPAS

MANAGEMENT

STRATEGY/PROJECT

LIFE INSURANCE

GENERAL INSURANCE

ASSET PROTECTION

SUPERANNUATION

TAX

STRUCTURES

FUNCTIONALITY

ADMINISTRATION

A Lead Adviser will come across many different areas when discussing issues with clients. They should be able to 
add value in raising awareness and providing education. When it comes to the implementation stage, the client will 
need to receive advice from the area specialists. 

The Lead Adviser should be able to help the client understand the advice given and discuss how this integrates  
into other areas.
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Overview
Hard and Soft Skills | Front and Back Stage

The Lead Adviser training recognises the need for a balanced approach. A blend of “hard and 
soft” subjects is on offer. In short, hard skills reflect business practice, whilst soft skills refer to 
relationships with other people. The offerings include:

HARD

 · Advice process/
implementation

 · Technical

 · Super

 · MDA/Investments

 · Tax

 · Insurance

 · Estate planning

 · Asset protection

 · Lead generation/
distribution

 · Outsource/
business models

 · Services

 · Pricing

 · Templates

 · Workflows

 · Risk management

 · Functional chart

 · Business planning

 · Project management

FRONT STAGE

 · 1ST Interview process

 · Client agenda

 · Presentation Skills

 · Whiteboard technique

 · Emotional Intelligence

 · Building relationship/
accounting and legal

 · Value proposition 
for clients

 · The outsource model

 · Fees and Service model 

 · Client agreements

 · Pricing

SOFT

 · Communication

 · Presentation skills

 · Emotional intelligence

 · Leadership

 · Culture

 · Relationships

 · Self awareness and 
self value

 · Values

 · Feelings

 · Common language

 · Unique ability

 · Time management

 · Recruitment

 · Appraisals

 · Motivation

 · Recognize prior 
learning (RPL)

 · Balance/Harmony/ 
Life mapping

 · Personal Learning Styles

 · Staff supervision 
and selection

BACK STAGE

 · Workflow 

 · Templates

 · Standard letters

 · Statements of Advice

 · IT
 · Xplan
 · Task orientated 

 · MDA contracts

 · SLA contracts

 · Client agreements

 · Standard 
investment plans

 · Education packs 
 · Estate planning
 · Asset protection
 · Financial plans

 · Fact finders

 · Estate planning 
documents

 · Starter kits for discovery

 · FSG

 · One page plan
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Introduction to Core and Critical Framework
The Content of an Advising Practice

Client

BUSINESS PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT

TECHNICAL 
SPECIALTIES

INVESTMENT 
FUNCTIONS

PARA PLANNING 
FUNCTIONS

COMPLIANCE 
FUNCTIONS

INSURANCE 
ADVICE

The Context of a Lead Adviser Business – Focus on the Client

HOW PRACTICES CAN LOOK!

LEAD ADVISERS CHOOSE ANOTHER PATH...

LEGAL-COMMERCIAL

ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONS

CLIENT BASE ANALYSIS

PREMISES
DATE BASE MANAGEMENT

LEGAL

BOOKKEEPING

LIFE COACHING

STRATEGIC DIRECTION

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

CASH FLOW PLANNINGLEGAL–TAX

DISTRIBUTION

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

LEGAL-ESTATE

DISTRIBUTION

ACCOUNTING (SPECIALIST)

SOAS (REV)

FINANCE (BUSINESS DEBT)

SMSF SPECIALIST

BANKING

TRAINING

ACCOUNTANT – COMPLEX CLIENT

MARKETING

STRATEGIST ADVISER FUNCTION

CLIENT PERSONAL TRAINING

COUNSELING
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

ACCOUNTING (ANNUAL TAX RETURNS)

FINANCE (BROKER) (REV)

CLIENT RELATIONSHIP (REV)BUSINESS PLAN WRITING

LIFE INSURANCE (REV)
BUSINESS FINANCIAL MODEL

BUSINESS COACHING

STATIONARY/OFFICE SUPPLIES

CAPACITY PLANNING

ACCOUNTANT – LOW COMPLEXITY

INVESTMENT (REV)

GENERAL INSURANCE

SERVICE OFFERING (INV/SPP)

SPP DOCUMENTS (3 MEETINGS) (REV)

IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT (REV)
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Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers

PERSONAL COMPETENCE

These capabilities determine how 
we manage ourselves.

SELF AWARENESS

 · Emotional self-awareness: 
reading your own emotions and 
recognising its impact, using “gut 
sense” to guide decisions;

 · Accurate self-assessment: 
knowing your strengths and limits;

 · Self-confidence: a sense of your 
self-worth and capabilities

SELF-MANAGEMENT

 · Emotional self-control: keeping 
disruptive emotions and impulses 
under control;

 · Transparency: displaying honesty 
and integrity, trustworthiness;

 · Adaptability: flexibility in adapting 
to changing situations or 
overcoming obstacles;

 · Achievement: the drive to improve 
performance to meet inner 
standards of excellence;

 · Optimism: seeing the upside 
in events.

SOCIAL COMPETENCE

These capabilities determine how 
we handle relationships.

SOCIAL AWARENESS 

 · Empathy: sensing other individual 
emotions, understanding 
perspective, taking active interest 
in their concerns;

 · Organizational awareness: 
reading what is current, decision 
networks and politics at the 
organizational level

 · Service: recognizing and meeting 
follower, client or customer needs

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

 · Inspirational leadership: 
guiding and motivating with a 
compelling vision;

 · Influence: wielding a range of 
tactics for persuasion;

 · Developing others: bolstering 
others’ abilities through feedback 
and guidance;

 · Change catalyst: initiating, 
managing and leading a 
new direction;

 · Conflict management: resolving 
disagreements;

 · Building bonds: cultivating 
and maintaining a web 
of relationships;

 · Teamwork and collaboration: 
cooperation and team building.

From The New Leaders by 
Daniel Goleman
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SAD 

Grief, sorrowful, cheerless, gloomy, melancholic, lonely, dejected, despairing, 
unloved, unhappy, devastated, hurt, disappointed, upset, mournful, etc…

MAD 

Irritated, furious, outraged, resentful, wrathful, annoyed, angry, frustrated, bitter, 
pissed off, enraged, annoyed, hostile, hatred, etc…

GLAD 

Happy, joyful, relieved, content, blissful, relaxed, at ease, safe, free, peaceful, 
pleased, thrilled, rapt, satisfied, proud, gratified, euphoric, whimsical, ecstatic, etc…

SCARED 

Anxious, apprehensive, nervous, concerned, wary, frightened, afraid, fearful, 
vulnerable, terrified, edgy, unsure, uncertain, etc…

Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers
Feelings Model

! Good, great, lousy, not bad, okay, getting there, so so, fine, you know…are not feelings.

If we can define our feeling into 
mad, glad, sad and scared, it helps 
articulate to financial planners on 
how they feel in their business, but 
also for their clients and distribution 
sources. Think about how the client 
would be feeling when they walk into 
a room to see a financial planner for 
the first time. Mad may be a sense 
of frustrated to complete rage, Sad 
may be a sense of loss or future 
loss, due to money or relationships. 
Glad may be happy to totally 
exhilarate and Scared slightly 
uneasy right through to frantic. 

Typically, our feelings fall into those 
4 categories. It’s a great one to put 
on the white board for our clients 
and you can walk them through their 
financial situation and assess how 
they are feeling. We are not trying to 
fix the feeling for them, rather make 
them aware of their feeling. It’s those 
feelings that decisions are made.

Most people range from Sad, Mad 
to Glad. Most clients come in 
scared about their financial situation 
and whilst it may be scary we are 
trying to give them reassurance that 
we can help. Most financial planners 
when they look at their business 
models are mad that they came into 
the business as relationship based 
people. Now they are managing 
staff and finance and not getting to 
see the clients. Quite often they are 
mad but often very scared that they 
have to make changes and how 
those changes will impact them. 

Most financial planners we see are 
mad and sad about what they have 
created with their business and 
very scared when change needs 
to be implement. When people are 
scared, we ask if the need is to feel 
safe or brave. When defined like 
this, it’s easier to make decisions. 
Most financial planners if we look 

at the feelings model are not happy 
with the business they have built 
and would like to make changes. 
The feelings model is great for 
financial planners, but also great to 
teach clients when we are inside a 
meeting and ask:

 · How are you feeling now?

 · How do you feel about that?

 · How does this feel to you?

If you remember from the P.I.E.S 
model, we are trying to get into the 
emotional level with the clients. 
So the feelings awareness for 
clients, is an enabler to help them 
make decision, about moving from 
scared to glad. 
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Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers
SCARF Model

The SCARF model involves five domains of human social experience: Status, Certainty, Autonomy, Relatedness and Fairness.

S Status is about relative importance to others

C Certainty concerns being able to predict the future

A Autonomy provides a sense of control over events

R Relatedness is a sense of safety with others – of friend rather than foe

F Fairness is a perception of fair exchanges between people

These five domains activate either the ‘primary reward’ or ‘primary threat’ circuitry (and associated networks) of the 
brain. For example, a perceived threat to one’s status activates similar brain networks to a threat to one’s life. In the 
same way, a perceived increase in fairness activates the same reward circuitry as receiving a monetary reward.

The model enables people to easily recognize, and potentially modify the core social domains that drive human behaviour.

RESPONSE SYNONYMS PRIMARY ACTIVATORS
SOCIAL /SITUATIONAL 
ACTIVATORS BRAIN ACTIVITY

APPROACH Advance, attack, reward, 
solution, construct, 
engage, engagement

Rewards in form of money, 
food, water, sex, survival

Happy, attractive faces. 
Rewards in the form 
of increasing status, 
certainty, autonomy, 
relatedness, fairness

Increased dopamine 
levels, can see more 
options, will take risks, 
and engage with others.

AVOID Withdraw, retreat, danger, 
threat, problem, weakness

Punishment in form of 
removal of money or other 
resources, or threats like a 
predator or gun

Fearful, unattractive, 
unfamiliar faces. Threats 
in the form of decreasing 
status, certainty, autonomy, 
relatedness or fairness.

Decrease in glucose 
levels and less oxygen, 
leads to missing subtle 
signals, a tendency 
to generalise, missed 
opportunities and difficulty 
finding smart answers.

For a more detailed look at the neuroscience behind the model, please read SCARF: A brain based model for collaborating 
with and influencing others, by David Rock. Source: http://www.scarf360.com/about/index.shtml accessed on 15 March 2012.

SCARF MODEL OF SOCIAL THREATS AND REWARDS

Status 
Certainty
Autonomy
Relatedness
Fairness

AWAY FROM 
THREAT 

RESPONSE

TOWARD 
REWARD 
RESPONSE
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Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers
Think Feel Know

It is essential that businesses have a united communication process as each individual has different ways of 
processing information. Shirlaws uses a business framework called THINK FEEL KNOW to support this process.

Although individuals can use all three states of THINK FEEL KNOW, most individuals have a primary and secondary 
style of communication. Think Feel Know allows a business owner or manager to understand the individual’s 
preferred process and use that to create respect and unity within the workplace and beyond.

The situations where THINK FEEL KNOW can be used effectively to create unity, clarity and respectful communication include:

 · Managing conflict and handling 
complaints and disputes

 · Managing and communicating with 
staff by understanding different 
communication styles and ways of 
processing information

 · Dealing with anger and 
frustrations at an individual level

 · Working effectively and improving 
relationships internally (between 
partners, managers, staff, boards, 
etc) and externally (with clients, 
suppliers, alliance partners, etc)

 · Supporting decision making 
where it is slow or reversed

 · Making effective and 
lasting decisions

 · Building effective teams by 
understanding whether individuals are 
primarily a thinker, feeler or knower

 · Recruiting new staff or 
managers ensuring you have 
a balance of all three primary 
communication styles

 · Aligning marketing materials with the 
correspondence being produced 
and distributed by the company – is 
the communication aligned with the 
positioning of the business?

 · Understanding people – how 
do people give and receive 
information?

 · Sales skills – enabling more 
effective selling to and 
management of the customer

 · Engaging more effectively and 
managing conflict

 · Building the coaching skills of 
business owners, CEOs and 
managers in a business.

Source: http://www.thinkfeelknow.com.au/ accessed on 15 March 2012.

UNITY

CLARITY

RESPECTFUL 
COMMUNICATION
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Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers
PIES Model

You walk into a room and introduce yourself at a political level. My name is Joe Smith, 
from Smith & Associates.

EXAMPLE

Good financial advisers operate on political or intellectual levels 
with clients, while Lead Advisers incorporate emotional and 
spiritual levels.

Lead Advisers are distinguished by:

 · The ‘process’ through which they 
influence their clients;

 · The nature and quality of their 
‘relationships’;

 · Their ‘sense of self’.

The world’s both above and below 
the line are similar to the left and 
right hands of Mozart. We need both 
to create the masterpiece.

‘P’ stands for ‘Political’ conversation 
which we quite often have when we 
first meet people.

This is a very factual conversation 
and very political trying to 
articulate the ‘right thing’ style 
of conversation.

‘I’ stands for an ‘Intellectual’ 
conversation. This may occur 
between Advisers, accountants  
and lawyers about tax. 

‘E’ stands for ‘Emotional’ 
conversation. This is where 
individuals start to have more of a 
feeling style conversation or feeling 
about the other person. This may 
vary from adviser to adviser at the 
level of emotional contact they 
wish to have with the client. Our 
experience would suggest most 
clients would like emotional contact 
with their Adviser.

In terms of empathy and really 
understanding the feelings that 
are driving their decisions, it is 
very important to connect with you 
clients at an emotional level.

POLITICAL

EMOTIONAL

INTELLECTUAL

SPIRITUAL
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‘S’ stands for ‘Spiritual’. It’s not a 
religious conversation, it’s a spiritual 
conversation. Getting in contact in 
terms of what really lights their fire, 
what drives their passion.

If we look at the P.I.E.S model, the 
‘P’ and the ‘I’, are more head to 
head conversations, whereas the 
‘E’ and ‘S’ are more heart to heart, 
conversations. Once again, this is 
not a religious conversation, it’s 
just connecting with the client at an 
emotional level, feeling empathetic 

and quite often looking at the higher 
operating context. When a client truly 
feels that you understand them, that’s 
when you become the trusted adviser.

Most financial Planning is done in 
the P and I not the E and S. This is 
also the same when dealing with 
referral and distribution sources, 
accountants, lawyers, etc. The 
P.I.E.S model is a great example for 
you to follow in your relationships 
around your business and where 
you operate with people. 

Our experience is that the deeper 
you get in the E and the S, the 
stronger the relationship. Fees are 
not an issue when you are dealing 
with the E and the S. Most decisions 
are made within Emotion, it’s in the 
E and S where the decisions are 
made. Within the P and the I, is the 
doing part of the decision making. 

Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers
PIES Model Continued
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Emotional Intelligence for Lead Advisers
Questioning Techniques

The key questions dig deep into the client’s world:

 · Looking to discover what is really important to them; and

 · Connection and motivation to act.

OUTCOME CLARIFICATION QUESTIONS

These are some questions that you can ask to assist in working out what your client really wants. 

Ask “OPEN” questions at the start. These require more than yes/no responses. Finish the questions at the ‘to do’ 
and ‘help’ sections.

This is not a script, so ask what feels like a natural, connected response.

 · Can you tell me more about that?

 · What does that mean?

 · What would you get then?

 · What would you have then?

 · How would that feel?

 · What would that look like?

 · What comes up for you?

 · What then?

 · What else?

 · What next?

 · What stops you?

 · Now what?

 · How can I support you?

 · Who else could help you?

 · What’s that about?

 · What do you want to do with that?

 · What’s missing?

 · What do you want to add to make 
it complete?

 · If ---- was advising you, what 
advice do you think (s)he’d give?

 · Who will be impacted upon by 
your new choice?

 · What don’t you want?

 · What do you want instead?

 · If you had all that, what would be 
the result?

WHAT IS IMPORTANT  
ABOUT WHAT YOU DO?

HOW DO YOU FEEL  
ABOUT THAT?

HOW WOULD YOU FEEL  
ABOUT THAT?

THE KEY QUESTIONS

Bill Bacharach “Values based financial planning” goes some way in trying to connect with clients on this level through 
his approach and questioning.
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard

KEY CONCEPTS:

 · Client agenda/not yours (the 
Financial Planner)

 · Must understand ‘context’ 
vs ‘content’

 · Coaching process used to begin, 
not advisory

 · Use of emotional intelligence 
is important

 · Require whiteboard skills and use 
of different colours

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

At the end of this session, you 
should be able to:

 · Conduct an initial interview 
with client

 · Demonstrate an understanding of 
the key concepts of the Interview 
Process

The initial interview is a key part of 
the overall process. It is at this time 
that we can discover what is really 
important and what clients really 
want for a great life. Conducting a 
successful interview is the critical 
factor in developing a financial plan 
that meets clients’ needs, goals and 
dreams. In this session we will look 
at the interview process and some 
strategies that can assist you in 
uncovering the key issues.

TO START:

At the beginning of the interview 
process it is important to remember 
to put the clients at ease before you 
start to gather their information. The 
client must feel they are in control 
of the situation. Ask for the clients’ 
permission before going through 
the process. Remember to ask 
‘checking-in’ questions as you go 
to gauge your clients’ response to 
what could be sensitive issues.

Q. How can we be of help?

Ask for permission –

Q. Do you mind if I take you through 
a process on the whiteboard and 
gather up your information? Then 
we can both be clear about where 
we may be able to help.
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

THE WHITEBOARD:

Assuming the client is happy to continue with the whiteboard, set your whiteboard up as indicated in the diagram 
below. Use bold colours – red, green, blue and black.

The Financial Planner uses the words now, where, how and action.

Q. What I’d like to do is look at the NOW, first. That is, to get a snapshot of your current information.

! This gives clients the time to settle in generally and be comfortable enough to give you  
their financial information.

NOW | WHERE | HOW | ACTION
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued 

CURRENT SITUATION:

The Financial Planner tells the client that they would like to collect all the NOW information. This is the information 
we know financially about them today and then we look at where they want to get to, how we are going to do this 
and the steps that need to be actioned to achieve this.

Remember to ‘check in’ with the client – ask the client if this is OK.

Add the NOW column and then collect the NOW information. This is where we record responses to question such as:

 · Are you married?

 · Do you have children?

 · How old are they?

 · Do you own your family home?

 · How do you own that 
(joint tenancy)?

 · Have you got a self 
managed super fund?

 · Do you have life insurance?

 · Do you have a will?

 · What does your will say?

 · Do you have any other assets 
(property, shares)?

 · How do you hold your business 
entities (trust, company)?

 · Are you directors?

 · Have you given out 
personal guarantees?

This process provides a general outline of their current financial situation without too much effort.

As you are gathering the information, record it in the NOW column using the following symbols:

STICK FIGURES FOR MR & MRS CLIENT

A HOUSE FOR THE FAMILY HOME

FT A TRIANGLE FOR THE FAMILY TRUST

SF A CIRCLE FOR THE SUPER FUND

CO. A SQUARE FOR A FAMILY COMPANY

WILLS WITH A QUESTION MARK
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued 

WHITEBOARD DIAGRAM – “CURRENT SITUATION”:

NOW | WHERE | HOW | ACTION

Many clients will have husband-wife, family home, assets, 
trust, company and wills. Generally, put these down the 
page capturing information on wills, insurance, business 
value, super, noting company directors. Through the 
process you may instigate some thinking around:

 · Estate issues

 · Asset protection

 · Strategy

 · Structures

CHECKING–IN:

Remember to ask ‘checking-in’ questions as you go 
through the process:

 9 How does that sound?

 9 How does that feel?

 9 Does that look right to you?

 9 It that OK with you?

CURRENT 10 YEARS

FT

SF

CO.

NOW
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

THE TEN YEAR QUESTION:

At this point the discussion may go something like this:

Q.‘Now we are going to have a look at where you would like to be in say 10 years, i.e. 54? What I’d like to know is 
what would make a great life for you at age 54? We call this creating the context for our discussion and planning.  
So let’s begin with Mrs Client first and then Mr Client after that’. 

WHITEBOARD:

 · Set up 2 columns in the right column – one for Mrs Client and one for Mr Client

 · Use a different coloured pen for each

Financial Planners should lead the discussion in the 4 main areas of:

LIVE 

How they want to live their life, i.e. Work 2 days, retire etc, see kids, grandkids, 
finances are ok, freedom to make choices

LOVE

Spend more time in relationships, see more family and friends

LEARN

Education, teach their kids values

LEGACY

Estate, look after financially enriched family

This process will usually create a 
big picture view of where people 
wish to be in 10 years time.  
Typically this is where the operating 
context comes in for people on what 
makes a great life for them. It is 
important to allow time for the client 
time to gain completion.  

There may be more they wish to 
add. It is important for the planner 
to be aware. Listen. Listen to the 
words and possibly see/feel where 
the emotion is.

! Allow Mrs Client to go first as our experience indicates that some women may feel over 
shadowed by their husband.

! DON’T FORGET to ‘check–in’.
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

WHITEBOARD DIAGRAM – “TEN YEAR” QUESTION:

NOW | WHERE | HOW | ACTION

CURRENT 10 YEARS

Power Words: i.e. time, health,  
travel, choices, financial stable

FT

SF

CO.

NOW
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

THE THREE YEAR QUESTION:

 · This session is more content 
driven and specific.

 · It is a shorter and more 
specific process.

 · It needs to get the financial plan in 
place and working.

Now that we have the NOW and 
WHERE information, we can fill in 
the 3 year box. This becomes more 
specific with the question:

Q. Imagine we’re here in three years 
from today. What would have needed to 
happen for you to feel happy with your 
progress towards your ten year plan?

Again we begin with Mrs Client, 
then Mr Client.

Prompt questions:

 · What would you like life to look 
like financially? 

 · What income would you need? 

 · What would you do if you had 
all that? (Listen) 

 · Are there any hobbies you 
would like to do?

 · How would your health be in 
ten years time?

 · Does that feel complete for you? 

 · How do you feel about that? 

 · Would that be a good life for you? 
That feels complete for me.

Some other examples of client goals 
might be to lose weight, re–organise 
my business, take up a hobby, take 
a holiday, or contribute to charity. 
Don’t hurry this process, give 
people time to dream.

! CONTEXT: Gives meaning to the content. This process sets content for a great life. 
The COACHING PROCESS must be used – with no agenda. Financial Planners should  
be wary of making value judgments about the clients’ wish list.
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

WHITEBOARD DIAGRAM – “THREE YEAR” QUESTION:

NOW | WHERE | HOW | ACTION

CURRENT 10 YEARS3 YEARS

Power Words: 
i.e. time, health,  
travel, choices, 
financial stable

FT

SF

CO.

NOW
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

NOW:

As the client goes through the 
3 year process, they will start to 
become more specific about what 
actions need to be taken NOW.

Q. This is where you are now, this is 
where you want to get to and in 3 years 
what would have to have happened for 
you to feel happy with your progress? 
What do we need to do NOW to get 
organised towards the ten year plan?

And

Q. What are the ISSUES we need to 
deal with, for example: wills, asset 
protection, insurance, tax, etc?

With the information gathered we start 
to build up a ‘to-do’ list. These are the 
actions we need to take NOW to set us 
on track for the 3 year plan and where 
we want to get to eventually. Here the 
Financial Planner uses much more 
direct language, has much more input 
and solicits more input from the client. 

The list may include things like we need:

 · A financial plan

 · Debt reduction strategy

 · Assets protected

 · Self managed super fund

 · Investment plan

 · Insurance review

 · Wills update

 · Powers of Attorney

ESTATE PLANNING: 

Transferring the right assets to the 
right hands at the right time. Introduce 
the concept of a “Testamentary 
Trust”, this is a trust held within a 
Will. The trustee has the discretion to 
distribute income and capital to the 
discretionary beneficiaries, which is 
an advantage as allocations can be 
made according to the circumstances 
at the time. The Will sets out who 
is to have ultimate control of each 
discretionary trust created. The 
trustee manages the assets of 
the trust. Real control of the trust 
rests with the ‘appointer’ who has 
the power to appoint, remove and 
replace the trustee.

ASSET PROTECTION: 

In simple terms, assets should be  
separated between personal wealth 
and business, to minimise risk for 
the client. This could be because of 
possible future financial setbacks,  
family financial disputes and breakdown  
of family businesses. Consideration 
to formulate a “Best of Breed” team, 
having the right Legal Counsel and 
Accounting practices surrounding 
you and your clients.

FINANCIAL STRATEGIES: 

Working with the client to adopt 
smart financial strategies based 
on estate planning and asset 
protection, envision big picture 
i.e. income streams in retirement, 
investments – articulate this on 
the white board.
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

WHITEBOARD DIAGRAM – “NOW” QUESTION:

NOW | WHERE | HOW | ACTION

CURRENT 10 YEARSNOW

ISSUES

3 YEARS

1. xxxx

2. xxxx

3. xxxx

4. xxxx

5. xxxx

1. Wills

2. Asset Protection

3. Insurance

4. Tax

5. Superannuation

FT

SF

CO.

Power Words: 
i.e. time, health,  
travel, choices, 
financial stable
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?

Now it’s time to allocate tasks to the 
appropriate people –

Q. Would you like someone to help 
with this? Let’s have a look at the 
list. Some items you are responsible 
for, some we can do and some you 
an I can do jointly.

This is very direct but not 
intimidating. By the end of the 
process the client and planner can 
see very clearly who is responsible 
for which action and that it is driven 
by the clients’ agenda.

ISSUES:

At the end of the interview process, 
there are some hot issues for the 
client to pick up on. It may be an 
estate issue, tax, superannuation, 
asset protection or a potential 
financial strategy. It’s important for 
the Financial Planner to FLIP the 
whiteboard over and go through 
some of these. 
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The client can see where the value is now. In dealing with the content, clients now have a context for what can make 
their life great and an understanding of why we need to deal with the content NOW.

NOW | WHERE | HOW | ACTION

CURRENT 10 YEARSNOW WHO IS 
RESPONSIBLE

ISSUES

3 YEARS

1. xxxx

2. xxxx

3. xxxx

4. xxxx

5. xxxx

1. You

2. Us

3. Us

4. You

5. Us

1. Wills

2. Asset Protection

3. Insurance

4. Tax

5. Superannuation

Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

WHITEBOARD DIAGRAM – “WHO IS RESPONSIBLE” QUESTION:

FT

SF

CO.

Power Words: 
i.e. time, health,  
travel, choices, 
financial stable
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

WHERE TO FROM HERE?

1.DISCUSS FEE STRUCTURE 

Let me explain our fees. We charge 
a $5,000 retainer up front to get 
in, collect, summarise and begin 
scenarios for your situation and 
$1,250 per month to implement your 
plan. In the first 12-months there 
are a number of issues to address 
and we cannot do it all at once. How 
does that sound?

2.OUTLINE NEXT STEP 

Great, we will organise the Strategic 
Partner Program Introductory Letter 
and the Heads of Agreement to 
authorise us to begin work on 
your account.

3.FOLLOW UP 

The client is sent the Introductory 
Letter and the Heads of Agreement 
for signing, which needs to be 
returned along with payment/credit 
card details. (Include a checklist)

CHECKPOINT

Some questions framed around key points and process (self testing).

RELATED DOCUMENTS

 · Tips for the Interview Process

 · Profound listening, preparation skills for a meeting and agenda-less model

 · P. I.E.S. model

 · Interview Process – Use of whiteboard technique

 · Front Stage Process

 · Stories
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Meeting and Engagement Skills for Lead Advisers
10-3-Now and the Whiteboard continued

SUMMARY

 9 Remember CONTEXT gives meaning to CONTENT.

 9 Process MUST be driven by client’s agenda.

 9 Allow client to maintain control throughout process – How can we be of help?

 9 Ask permission – Do you mind if I take you through the process on the whiteboard?

 9 Set up whiteboard according to diagram.

 9 Look at the CURRENT SITUATION.

 9 Record information on whiteboard as suggested.

 9 Use ‘checking in’ questions – How does this sound? Feel? Look?

 9 TEN YEAR question – ask Mrs Client first, then Mr Client.

 9 Use profound listening skills.

 9 THREE YEAR question – Mrs Client first.

 9 Ask prompt questions to gather all information.

 9 Back to the NOW to develop ‘to-do’ list.

 9 Allocate tasks to the appropriate person.

 9 Consider ISSUES on reverse side of whiteboard.

 9 Where to from here?

 9 Discuss fee structure.

 9 Organise Introductory Letter and Heads of Agreement.

 9 Follow Up
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Wheel of Life
Adviser Competency

Personal Wheel of Life

COLLABORATIVE 
ADVICE PROCESS

HEALTH  
AND FITNESS

EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE, SKILLS

MAKING A  
CONTRIBUTION

BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
AND SUPPORT

SOCIAL, FAMILY  
AND FRIENDS

STRONG TECHNICAL 
ABILITIES

CAREER

ABILITY TO STAY  
IN CONTEXT

PERSONAL GROWTH

RELATIONSHIP  
SKILLS

RELATIONSHIPS

HIGH LEVEL 
PRESENTATION SKILLS

FINANCIAL

DISTRIBUTION SKILLS 
FOR REFERRALS

ENVIRONMENT
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10-3-Now Cheat Sheet

Positioning / layout of room

What would you like to get out of today?

1

Do you mind if I tell you about Fitzpatricks?

2

Would it be OK if I took you 
through a process?

3

SETTING THE SCENE

INTRODUCTION

4

5 Firstly, lets get some information

NOW         10 year context6

WHERE

ACTION

NOW

HOW

Mad Sad

Glad Scared

FTCO. SF

4 L’s

Picture & describe your life in 10 years

3 YEAR       7 Sign posts of progress

Debt reduced 

Investments on track 

Estate plan in order 

Researched holiday house 

Research charity

Health & fitness 

Flip board over/second board.8

ESTATE PLANNING - let me show you 
how I am set up

4m x 5% $200,000pa / tax & protection

Testamentary 
TrustT T

ASSET PROTECTION

Asset
Protection

a)

Gift & Loan 
Strategy

c)

Personal 
Wealth

b) PW BR

11 SMART FINANCIAL STRATEGIES
Total Household Income

Tax Lifestyle $ Capital

Sit down & look at board13

Let me tell you how we 
can work together

14

12

Estate Plan

Asset Protection

Debt Plan

Cash Flow

Super Strategies

Power of Attorney

Investment Planning

Insurance Gap Analysis

9

10

CLIENT TO DO LIST

Fees

Engagement agreement

Fact finder

15 SCOPE OF WORK & NEXT STEPS

10-3-NOW
CHEAT SHEET

10 years paid off

60 years +SUPER 
FUND

$ Build assets
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101 Great Coaching Questions

1. I’m curious; may I ask you 
a few questions?

2. What’s great about your 
life this week?

3. How have you grown 
this week?

4. What did you accomplish 
this week?

5. Who did you serve?

6. What did you learn?

7. Who else will benefit?

8. What are you grateful for?

9. Who’s grateful for you?

10. Is this what you want to 
be coached on or are you 
just sharing?

11. What could you be happy 
about if you chose to be?

12. Are you using this to grow or 
are you beating yourself up?

13. Does this story empower you 
or dis empower you?

14. How can you turn this around 
and have better results 
next time?

15. On a scale of 1 – 10 how 
honest have you been about 
this, with others?

16. Do you mind if I offer 
an observation?

17. Is this the problem or 
the solution?

18. How would you like it to be?

19. What’s in the way?

20. What’s stopping you?

21. What does this mean to you?

22. Are you focused on what’s 
wrong or what’s right?

23. Is that a story or the truth?

24. How can you find out?

25. Do you want this for its own 
sake or are you trying to avoid 
something else?

26. Is this giving you energy or 
draining your energy?

27. What will really make the 
biggest difference here?

28. Is this a limitation or is it 
a strength?

29. What’s the benefit of 
this problem?

30. Who else is this hurting?

31. What does your intuition tell 
you about this?

32. Do you have a gut feeling 
about this?

33. Have you solved problems 
like this before?

34. What rules do you have that 
are getting in the way?

35. How long have you been 
thinking about this?

36. Have you ever experienced 
something like this before?

37. If you changed your belief 
about this, what would 
be possible?

38. Is this a decision or a 
pipe dream?

39. Which of your core values 
does this goal express?

40. Is this goal pulling you forward 
or are you struggling to reach it?

41. Will this choice move you 
forward or keep you stuck?

42. What’s the first step you need 
to take to reach your goal?

43. What’s the worst that can 
happen, and can you 
handle that?

44. What’s the downside of 
your dream?

45. What’s stopping you from 
taking action?

46. Who wouldn’t like it if 
you succeeded?

47. What will you have to give 
up in order to make room 
for your goals?

48. How would your life be 
transformed if you changed 
this right now?

49. If you don’t change this, what 
will it cost you in the long run?

50. What’s the most resourceful 
choice here?

51. How can you improve this, so it 
adds value forever?

52. How can you solve this problem 
so it never comes back?

53. Are you acting on faith or fear?

54. If you weren’t scared, what 
would you do?

55. Are you standing in your power 
or pleasing someone else?

56. What are you pretending not 
to know?
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57. How could you have this 
conversation so it empowers 
everyone concerned?

58. What might make the difference 
that could change everything?

59. If you approached this with 
courage, how could your 
life change?

60. Are you procrastinating or is 
there a reason to delay?

61. What’s the emotional cost vs. 
the financial cost?

62. Which step could you take 
that would make the biggest 
difference, right now?

63. How can you get your needs 
fully met?

64. If your life were exclusively 
oriented around your values, 
what would that be like?

65. How would you describe the 
difference between a need and 
a value?

66. If you achieve this goal, will 
it bring lasting fulfillment or 
temporary pleasure?

67. Have you thought about 
the impact you’ll have by 
creating this?

68. How can you learn from 
this problem so it never 
happens again?

69. How can you create more value 
with less effort?

70. What are you willing to do to 
improve this situation?

71. What are you willing to stop 
doing to improve this situation?

72. How can you enjoy the process 
of solving this problem?

73. Do you mind if I ask a very 
personal question?

74. What are you willing to commit 
to here?

75. Do you need to work harder or 
delegate this?

76. If this weakness were also a 
strength, what would that be?

77. How can you use this so it 
becomes a benefit?

78. Have you decided to take 
action or are you just hoping 
you will?

79. Are you angry or are you hurt?

80. Who can help you with this?

81. Does your current habitat fully 
support who you’re becoming?

82. What do you need in order to 
succeed here?

83. What plan do you need in order 
to achieve your new goals?

84. Are your personal standards 
high enough to reach 
your goals?

85. What will your impact be 100 
years from now?

86. Who do you need to become in 
order to succeed here?

87. What are you responsible 
for here?

88. Instead of either/or, how could 
you use both?

89. Are you approaching this from 
your head or from your heart?

90. Is this an assumption or have 
you checked to be sure?

91. How can you learn what you 
need to know about this?

92. Is this the best outcome 
you can imagine or is there 
something greater?

93. Do you have a detailed strategy 
to get there?

94. How will you transform your life 
with this new knowledge?

95. What does this accomplishment 
mean to you?

96. Why does it matter?

97. Who did you have to become 
to achieve it?

98. What did you learn in 
the process?

99. Who else will benefit?

100. What’s next for you?

101. How have you changed the 
world for generations to come?
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Listening for Context

 · Freedom 

 · Peace of Mind 

 · Control

 · Security

 · Hope

 · Adventure

 · Contentment

 · Happiness

 · Dreams

 · Legacy 

 · Family 

 · Contribution 

 · Confidence

 · Excitement 

 · Idealism 

 · Creativity 

 · Fairness

 · Scarcity or Abundance

 · Image

 · Power

 · Philanthropy

 · Lifestyle

 · Legacy

 · Learning and growth

 · Creativity & Building

50 
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My Ideal Week

GUIDING 
STATEMENTS

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

MY PURPOSE IS: TO DO TODAY DISTRIBUTION:

GOALS FOR  
THE WEEK:

SELF:

FAMILY:

BUSINESS:

TODAY’S APPOINTMENTS SALES:

CURRENT CLIENTS:

8–12

12–2

2–5

5–9

FINANCIAL TARGET: IMPORTANT: CONTROL

WHAT I NEED TO DO.

URGENT: STRESS

WHAT OTHERS NEED ME TO DO.

GRATITUDE FOR:

THE 4 RULES FOR YOUR TO-DO LIST ARE: 

1. PLAN TOMORROW TONIGHT. 

2. PLAN 3 TASKS. 

3. BALANCE THE URGENT WITH THE IMPORTANT. 

4. BALANCE RED-BLUE-BLACK.
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GUIDING 
STATEMENTS

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

MY PURPOSE IS: TO DO TODAY DISTRIBUTION:

GOALS FOR  
THE WEEK:

SELF:

FAMILY:

BUSINESS:

TODAY’S APPOINTMENTS SALES:

CURRENT CLIENTS:

8–12

12–2

2–5

5–9

FINANCIAL TARGET: IMPORTANT: CONTROL

WHAT I NEED TO DO.

URGENT: STRESS

WHAT OTHERS NEED ME TO DO.

GRATITUDE FOR:

THE 4 RULES FOR YOUR TO-DO LIST ARE: 

1. PLAN TOMORROW TONIGHT.  

2. PLAN 3 TASKS. 

3. BALANCE THE URGENT WITH THE IMPORTANT. 

4. BALANCE RED-BLUE-BLACK.
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Lead Adviser 
Appendix 1
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Functionality
Red, Blue, Black
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Distribution Models
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Best of Breed
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Training Manual and Workbook




